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In this exploratory talk on preliminary work I build simple models of cyclic hierarchies for consumptive 
(Predator-Prey like) or exclusionary (Competition) interactions between species. Many models for such 
ecologies have existed, but when one models control of such systems.  I will show conditions and 
metrics where the desire to promote the persistence of one species (e.g., "rock" in a rock-paper-scissors 
like interaction) may result in a deleterious outcome for them with some metrics and beneficial with 
others. The derivation of these systems, while relying on classic Lotka-Volterra and Verhulst  functional 
forms, will focus on mechanisms as to make the mode of control clear. These theoretical considerations 
have applications not only in the context of ecological control of species for which we derive ecoservices 
but also in the control of infectious disease where complex interactions lead to unclear succession 
chains. 
